Exploring the vast search space of possible wire antenna designs is a task well suited for genetic algorithms. Many of the current implementations use a direct mapping between genome and antenna feature, or evolve drawing instructions. We explore the evolution of antennas using a growth process. The design of wire antennas for communication applications demonstrates the feasibility of this approach.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
ENERATING designs through genetic algorithms (GAs) has had much success in recent years [1] . The vast majority of design problems that are tackled with GAs place a strong emphasis on the optimization of preconceived shapes through parametrization of device dimensions. In this direct encoding, each aspect of the device directly appears in the genotype.
Communication, radar, and remote sensing applications all require a multitude of different types of wire antennas. Designing these antennas by hand or by local optimization methods is time-consuming, costly, and requires expertise. To address this situation, evolutionary algorithms have been developed for wire antenna design [2] - [6] .
Many wire antenna design approaches employ a direct mapping between genotype and phenotype, where each wire in the design is directly represented within the genotype [2] , [3] . Other approaches evolve "drawing instructions" that are executed to obtain the antenna shape [4] - [6] . In this paper, we propose an indirect mapping scheme, in which the genome encodes an agent. The antenna then undergoes an unconstrained growth phase, where each growth step is governed by the decisions of the agent. On some level, this is analogous to growth phases that occur in nature, where development is determined primarily by genetics. Such indirect mappings are largely unexplored in engineering design, and are in line with the bio-inspired concept of using compact representations for complex structures [7] .
II. STATE OF THE ART IN GENETIC WIRE ANTENNA DESIGN
Altshuler and Linden describe the successful design of several wire antennas based on GAs [2] , [3] . They show how GAs with direct encodings can be used to alter existing designs to achieve new performance targets [3] , and the benefits of allowing the GA to discover new antennas [2] , [3] . They investigate antennas consisting of 5-8 wires in series, and achieve success for objectives such as minimizing the pattern fluctuation and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) [2] , [3] .
Successful design systems based on "drawing instructions" and "construction commands" also appear in the literature [4] - [6] . Usually they are based on a genetic programming (GP) tree-structured representation, and consist of actions that are interpreted for antenna wire placement (e.g., draw, rotate, move). This is a form of "explicit" mapping [8] . It has been suggested that this representation may sometimes be problematic because the instructions are often not a minimal description of the design [5] , [6] . For example, cases are reported where up to 12 rotation commands describe orientations that only require two commands [5] .
In [2] - [6] , the shape of the final antenna is often preconceived in some way; for example, specific limits on the number of wires [2] , [3] , symmetric repetition of wires [5] , and designs confined to two dimensions [4] , [6] . Many implementations do not allow branching of the antenna arms. But Lohn et al. demonstrate that a GP-based tree-structured representation can be used for designs with branching of antenna arms [5] . They also show that a branching approach has some advantages over nonbranching, probably due to increased flexibility. While these branching antennas require more care to manufacture, they have benefits over conventional designs [5] . It has also been shown that a few straight segments (5-7) are unable to produce the circular polarization with low cross-polarization, required for many modern communication applications [9] . This paper provides a third avenue of investigation: indirect mappings where the antenna undergoes a 3-D growth process and genes are reused. We allow the design system to achieve unconstrained and concurrent growth. The concurrent aspect implies that each node of the antenna has the ability to grow at each growth iteration (branching). We incorporate the cross-polarization goal into our objective functions to verify if some success can be achieved. The designs presented here are of comparable complexity to those appearing elsewhere [2] - [6] , and are out of the reach of conventional design techniques.
III. FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEMS
The fuzzy inference system (FIS) is the foundation of many expert systems and control systems (e.g., [10] ). agent architectures. FISs are based on fuzzy set theory, fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning [10] . They implement a nonlinear mapping between input and output spaces. For example, rule R1 of Fig. 1 could be interpreted linguistically as, "if input1 is low, and input2 is medium, and input3 is high, then output is low." The "if"part is known as the antecedent, whereas the "then"part is known as the consequent, and the output of each rule is a fuzzy set. The fuzzy inference used in this paper can be described in five steps (Fig. 1) .
A. Fuzzification
Each component of the antecedent is resolved to a value between 0 and 1, through the use of Gaussian membership functions (MFs). These MFs determine the degree to which the inputs belong to the appropriate fuzzy sets (1)
B. Application of Fuzzy Operator
The degree of support for the antecedent is a single value obtained by applying the fuzzy "and" (min) operator to each individual antecedent component value (Fig. 1) .
C. Implication
The degree of support from step "B" then shapes the output fuzzy set for that rule through implication. In this paper, the "min" operator truncates the output MF.
D. Aggregation
Aggregation is used to combine the output fuzzy sets of each rule into a single aggregate fuzzy set. The aggregation method used here selects the maximum output MF (after implication) (2)
E. Defuzzification
Defuzzification resolves the aggregate output fuzzy set into a crisp value through a centroid approach (center of the area under the curve)
The new agent that controls wire growth at each antenna node consists of three FISs, which are specified by the genome. Each FIS has three inputs (for three signals) and a single output, which controls one of the signal levels in a node. (The full meaning of "signal" is explained in Section V.) There are three Gaussian MFs for each input and output of an FIS. Encoded within the genome are 27 genes for each of the possible rules, as well as four genes per input/output. These four genes specify the center and width of the Gaussian MFs. For a given input or output, all MFs have the same width.
IV. FINITE STATE MACHINES
The FIS-based signal updater of the previous section is a stimulus-response agent. In this section, we introduce an agent that uses state information. The finite state machine (FSM) is a well-known and successful concept that finds applications in a wide range of areas, including hardware design, software design, and artificial intelligence (e.g., [11] ). It is a model of behaviour that is based on states, state transitions, antecedents (conditions), and consequents (actions). A three-state FSM can be conveniently expressed using a state transition diagram (Fig. 2) . In this implementation, any state is reachable from any other state, and the state transition that is selected is based on the degree of satisfaction of each antecedent. For example, if is the starting state, and the antecedent has the highest degree of satisfaction, then action is performed, and the next state becomes . Note that the FSM of Fig. 2 has a fixed number of states, antecedents, and consequents. The novel variable-length FSM genome that was implemented is shown in Fig. 3 . The number of states is variable, and each table entry is an antecedent-consequent pair. This variable-length genome allows evolution to explore not only the content of the FSM, but the structure as well. Table I gives the encoding of the antecedent. We use a tri-valued allele so that the " " value represents a "don't care." The encoding of signal ranges given in Table I is used for all three signals (total of 9 b for the antecedent).
The consequent, which specifies increments for the signals, is described in Table II . There are three signals, and so the consequent has a length of 6 b. For instance, let If then (4) The novel variable-length FSM genome operators require some attention. Mutation is capable of both flipping bits and resizing the matrix of Fig. 3 , such that a user-defined range of states is not exceeded. When the resize is to a larger size, random bits are added to the newly created regions of the matrix. Crossing of matrix entries is based on a one-point crossover. In general, the two parent matrices will have different sizes. One child will take on the size of the father (and is initialized with father values), and the other of the mother (and is initialized with mother values). Crossover then proceeds within the frame of the smaller parent.
V. NOVEL GROWTH PROCESS
The design system is based on an indirect mapping between genotype and antenna structure. Rather than encoding wire nodes directly, the genome encodes agents, which guide the antenna growth process. The agents are based on FIS or FSM architectures, and act on a set of three signals, which constitute the node "state." (This state is distinct from the FSM state described in Section IV.) Agents monitor the state of each node, and perform updates at each growth iteration. Growth occurs due to multiple interactions involving neighbors and signals, in an iterative and parallel fashion (Fig. 4) . Specifically, the new antenna growth process and fitness evaluation proceed as follows. 1) Create agent based on genome.
2) Create 3-D design space of user-defined size.
3) Initialize the design space by inserting an initial wire in the center. 4) Do for user-defined number of growth iterations:
-Do for each existing node: a) Evaluate agent for current node state. b) Current node state is updated by agent output.
(Also update internal state of agent if FSM is used.) c) Growth direction becomes the "preferred" of 26 possible directions. d) Affinity for growth in selected direction is assigned to node. -Grow all nodes whose affinity is above a threshold (subject to simulation constraints). 5) Evaluate fitness of resulting antenna. When a new wire is created, several situations can arise at the location of the new node. If this location is vacant, the new node takes on the state of the parent. If this location has already been filled with a node, then the existing node has its state perturbed by taking an average between its current state and the state of the parent node that is initiating growth. After the growth step, the parent's state may also be reset to signal success. The affinity for growth is based on a dot product between 26 possible growth directions and the node state. These 26 directions are the set of offset vectors having 1, 0, and 1 as component values (the trivial (0,0,0) is excluded). Information about growth can be fed back into the system by assigning a specific signal perturbation to an event. For example, if a node attempts to grow out-of-bounds, its state can be negated.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL SETUP
The Numerical Electromagnetics Code, Version 2 (NEC2) [12] was used exclusively in this work. NEC2 has a long track record of being accurate and reliable [2] - [6] . However, NEC2 does have restrictions on geometry involving intersection of wire segments, segment lengths, distances between wires, etc. To reduce the number of invalid growth attempts, we discretize the design space using a 3-D grid. As implied by the 26 possible growth directions, a single wire segment can only connect neighboring grid cells (thereby reducing complexity).
Each GA run is 30 min ( 500 generations) and mean data are based on over 30 runs in each case. The population is 100, with crossover at 0.7, mutation at 0.04, and replacement at 0.1. The size of the bounding box for the antenna is cm. Radiation characteristics are sampled over the entire half-sphere:
(elevation) from 0 to 90 (increments of 5 ), and (azimuth) from 0 to 360 (increments of 11.25 ). The design goal is a 1.9 GHz antenna with uniform right hand circular polarization (RHCP) coverage, a low VSWR, and low cross-polarization. These are essentially the targets for modern communication applications [9] . The objective function is a linear combination of four components: i) average absolute value deviation of RHCP gain from the mean (dB); ii) VSWR; iii) average RHCP -LHCP (dB); and iv) percentage of data for which RHCP LHCP. Algebraically, the objective to maximize is
VII. RESULTS
To bridge the gap with earlier work [9] , we begin by comparing a seven-wire nonbranching implementation with a 5-7 wire branching approach (FIS, FSM growth iterations set to TABLE III  COMPARISON OF DIRECT AND NOVEL APPROACHES   TABLE IV  COMPARISON three). The data in Table III show that the new approaches compete well, even with the lower wire counts.
The FIS and FSM strategies are different in many respects, including genome encoding, state information, and updating of signals. Identifying the best features of each approach could lead to further enhancements. Detailed comparisons are provided in Table IV , where each row corresponds to mean values (more than 30 GA runs). Average deviation and VSWR are always favorable at 2 dB and below 2, respectively. The higher segment counts particularly benefit the cross-polarization performance, with RHCP leading LHCP over 77% of samples [FIS (6) ], and by a wider margin of 4.3 dB [FSM (6) ]. Designs evolved through growth processes that have high fitness and low segment counts are also readily available (Figs. 5-7 ). This is quite promising for the growth process approach to design and subsequent manufacturability.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Genetic antenna design using two novel indirect mappings with a novel concurrent 3-D growth process was demonstrated. The antennas are non-preconceived and branching designs, which could not be obtained by conventional means. Feedback and error-checking occur at each step of the growth process to avoid invalid designs. Wire counts can be controlled by selecting an appropriate number of growth iterations, and the design space limits the number of possible segment lengths to three. The resulting wire antennas have highly competitive performance for modern communication applications.
